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Abstract
The next-to-leading-order contribution to the amplitude of a two-body decay process is a triangle-shaped 
diagram in which the unstable state is exchanged by the emitted particles. In this work we calculate this 
diagram in the framework of a scalar quantum field theory and we estimate its role in hadronic physics, i.e., 
we apply our results to the well-known scalar–isoscalar resonances f0(500), f0(980), f0(1370), f0(1500), 
f0(1710) and the scalar–isovector resonance a0(1450). It turns out that, with the exception of the broad 
resonance f0(500), the next-to-leading-order contribution is small and can be neglected.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The study of decays is an important subject of atomic, nuclear and particle physics [1]. Some 
subatomic particles possess a lifetime which is so short that they can be seen only through their 
decay products, and hence one usually calls them resonances. This is indeed the case for the 
recently discovered Higgs particle, see e.g. Refs. [2,3] and references therein. In the realm of the 
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288 J. Schneitzer et al. / Nuclear Physics B 888 (2014) 287–299Fig. 1. (a) Decay process S → φφ at leading order (tree-level). (b) Self-energy at leading order.
strong interactions also many hadrons were discovered via their decay processes [4]; in addition 
to that, decays turn out to be crucially important for the understanding of their quantum numbers 
and inner structure.
The main problem concerning the fundamental theory of quarks and gluons (Quantum Chro-
modynamics or QCD) is the fact that this theory is non-perturbative in the low-energy regime. 
Hence one relies on other approaches, as for instance effective models based on symmetries 
[5,6], where the physical degrees of freedom are not quarks and gluons, but composite particles, 
namely hadrons. Decays of hadrons have often been evaluated within such models in the lowest 
order approximation – in other words at tree-level, see e.g. Refs. [7–10] and references therein. 
In particular, in the recent work of Ref. [10] decays of various mesons up to 1.5 GeV were com-
puted in a chirally and dilatation invariant framework and were found to be in agreement with 
the corresponding experimental values as provided by the PDG [11].
A two-body tree-level decay is the easiest nontrivial process in quantum field theory. It is 
depicted in Fig. 1a: The unstable bosonic particle S decays into two identical particles, denoted 
as φ. The decay amplitude is simply a constant in the case of scalar particles and non-derivative 
interactions. When derivatives and/or particles with nonzero total angular momentum J are con-
sidered, a dependence of the momenta appears in the tree-level amplitude(s).
The next step in the context of effective models has been the study of (hadronic) loops, see 
for instance Refs. [12–22] and references therein. The leading contribution to the self-energy 
is shown by the diagram in Fig. 1b. Both the mass and the width of the decaying particle are 
influenced by the quantum fluctuations due to the coupling to hadronic intermediate states. The 
optical theorem assures that the imaginary part of the one-loop diagram from Fig. 1b coincides 
with the tree-level decay formula. The unstable particle is described by a spectral function (i.e., 
an energy distribution), which is given by the imaginary part of the one-loop resummed propaga-
tor. Alternatively, the properties of the unstable particle can also be described as a complex pole 
in the appropriate unphysical Riemann sheet, a procedure first proposed by Peierls [23] a long 
time ago. The quantum theoretical treatment of unstable particles became an object of much in-
terest, see e.g. Refs. [24–27]. The general outcome of such studies is – disregarding problems 
like mixing – that when the particle is narrow-shaped, quantum fluctuations have a small influ-
ence on its properties (i.e., mass and width) but are non-negligible for broad resonances. It turns 
out to be the ratio ‘width over mass’ that is decisive here: as long as this number is smaller than 
∼ 0.3 the loop contributions have a small impact [17].
There is, however, another open issue: what is the role of the next-to-leading order (NLO) 
diagram for hadronic decays? We depict this kind of triangle-shaped diagram in Fig. 2; it is 
proportional to the third power of the coupling constant. In the context of hadronic decays in 
effective field theories/models it is usually not taken into account. Nevertheless, one should stress 
that the coupling constant in hadronic models is in general not a small number, thus there is 
a priori no guarantee that the NLO diagram is smaller than the tree-level one.
The aim of this work is to close this gap. To this end, we evaluate the role of the triangle dia-
gram from Fig. 2 in the case of a simple scalar field theory without derivative interactions. We do 
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this in plain perturbation theory (i.e., without resummation), meaning that the virtual S-particle 
exchanged in Fig. 2 is described by its free propagator. After discussing the analytic properties 
of the triangle diagram, we adopt our results to some decays of well-known scalar resonances: 
f0(500), f0(980), f0(1370) and f0(1500) [11]. All these resonances decay predominately in 
two pions and are therefore a good test for our purpose. For completeness, we also look at the 
pion–pion and kaon–kaon decay channels of f0(1710) as well as the kaon–kaon decay of the 
scalar–isovector state a0(1450) [11]. Yet, our investigation is quite general and applies also to 
decays involving derivatives and particles with spin.
The main result of our work is that the triangle contribution is indeed negligible and one 
can consequently justify a posteriori all previous studies in which those types of contributions 
(and, in turn, higher-order contributions as well) were not taken into account. Since in the field 
of hadron physics there are usually other (and even larger) sources of uncertainties due to var-
ious (and sometimes subtle) approximations and simplifications, the restriction to the leading 
order tree-level diagram from Fig. 1a and to the (resummed) one-loop quantum corrections from 
Fig. 1b are reasonable and usually sufficient.
The paper is organized as follows: we present the model and some analytic aspects of the tri-
angle diagram in Section 2, while the numerical results are shown in Section 3. The last Section 4
contains the conclusions.
2. The model and the triangle diagram
We introduce a model with the scalar fields S (with mass mS ) and φ (with mass mφ) described 
by the Lagrangian
L= 1
2
(∂μS)
2 − m
2
S
2
S2 + 1
2
(∂μφ)
2 − m
2
φ
2
φ2 + gSφ2. (1)
The interaction term induces the decay process S → φφ. The parameter g is the coupling con-
stant (with dimension of energy). For previous studies and details of the model see Refs. [16–19,
28,29]. The decay width in perturbation theory can be expressed as
ΓS→φφ = 12
√
m2S
4 − m2φ
8πm2S
|−iM|2 , (2)
where the decay amplitude −iM in perturbation theory is written as a sum
−iM= −iM1 − iM3 + . . . . (3)
The term −iM2n+1 represents the contribution of order g2n+1 to the amplitude. It is quite re-
markable that an exact solution to this problem has not yet been found (there are, however, 
quantum mechanical models for which this is possible, see Refs. [1,18,30–34]).
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for which one obtains
−iM1 = 2ig. (4)
Thus, the tree-level decay width simply reads
Γ treeS→φφ =
1
2
√
m2S
4 − m2φ
8πm2S
(2g)2. (5)
(2) The one-loop diagram. The loop diagram shown in Fig. 1b actually does not enter directly 
into the expression of Eq. (2), because the latter is valid in plain perturbation theory without 
resummation. The role of the one-loop resummation has been widely studied and, although not 
directly relevant for our calculation, we recall the main features in view of its general importance 
for the problem that we are studying and for future works [12–19,29]. By denoting Π(p2) as the 
loop contribution, the propagator of the field S changes upon resummation to
S
(
p2
)= i
p2 − m2S + i
→ GS
(
p2
)= i
p2 − m2S − Π(p2) + i
. (6)
The self-energy Π(p2) is linked to the tree-level decay width via the optical theorem:
− ImΠ(p2)=
√
p2 Γ treeS→φφ
(
m2S → p2
)=
√
p2
g2
√
p2
4 − m2φ
4πp2
. (7)
The properties of the unstable particle S (i.e., its mass and decay width) are often identified with 
the complex pole of the full propagator GS(p2) in the second Riemann sheet, p2 = (mpoleS −
iΓ
pole
S→φφ/2)2. The (shifted) mass m
pole
S is given by the real part of the pole and the modified decay 
width Γ poleS→φφ by the negative imaginary part multiplied by two. For a small coupling constant g
the quantities Γ poleS→φφ and Γ treeS→φφ are close to each other, but then deviate when increasing g [29].
At this point it should be stressed that hadronic theories do not need to undergo a renormaliza-
tion process as for theories of elementary particles, since they are only valid in a limited energy 
regime. (For instance, if we restrict our attention to mesons made of u-, d-, and s-quarks, the as-
sociated ‘cutoff’ has a value of about ∼ 1.5 GeV.) For this reason, a finite energy cutoff is used 
when evaluating the loop diagram from Fig. 1b. Different forms for the consequently needed cut-
off function can be applied, but the general outcome shows just a soft dependence on the precise 
choice as long as convergence is guaranteed [17].
In an ideal scattering experiment of the type φφ → φφ, the unstable state S manifests itself as 
an enhanced peak for a center of mass energy close to mS . More precisely, the spectral function 
dS(E) = − 2Eπ ImGS(E2) plays an important role: as was argued long time ago by Matthews 
and Salam [20], it can be interpreted as a ‘mass distribution’ of the unstable particle S, which 
can be well described by a Breit–Wigner function for narrow resonances. Namely, even if there 
are low-energy threshold(s) and high-energy distortions, as long as the ratio Γ treeS→φφ/mS is a 
small number, the role of hadronic loop contributions is small [17,18]. However, when this ra-
tio becomes large one observes big deviations from a typical Breit–Wigner peak and in some 
cases a very peculiar phenomenon takes place, often called pole-doubling. This means that new 
poles can emerge in the unphysical Riemann sheet(s) [12,14,15]. Although there is only one 
unstable state in the Lagrangian, quantum fluctuations might be able to generate two (or more) 
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among hadron physicists on where some of the (known) resonances in the hadron spectrum arise 
from.1 A particular interesting field of study is that of charmed mesons, see Refs. [13,36].
(3) The triangle diagram. We now turn our attention to the main subject of this work: the NLO 
(non-resummed) perturbation theory. To this end, we evaluate the triangle diagram corresponding 
to the amplitude −iM3 as depicted in Fig. 2. Its analytic expression takes the form
−iM3
(
p → kk′)
= 8ig3
∫ d4q
(2π)4
1
q2 − m2φ + i
1
(q − p)2 − m2φ + i
1
(q − k)2 − m2S + i
. (8)
Note, the propagator of S is taken as the free propagator S(p2). The factor of 8 arises due to 
identical particles in the final state. Solving the integration over q0 by the residue theorem and 
after introducing spherical coordinates the amplitude can be re-expressed as
M3
(
p → kk′)= 2g3
π2
∞∫
0
duu2
1∫
−1
dχ
{
P12(u,χ) + P3(u,χ)
}
, (9)
where
P12(u,χ) = 1
8
√
u2 + m2φ(m2φ + w2(1 − χ2))
× u
2 − 2w2 + uwχ
(u − p1 − i)(u − p2 + i)(u − p3(χ) − iξ)(u − p4(χ) + iξ) , (10)
ξ = sgn(−2 − 2uwχ), (11)
P3(u,χ) = 1
8u
√
u2 + m2S(w2(χ2 − 1) − m2)(u − p5(u,χ) − iξ ′)
, (12)
ξ ′ = sgn
(
m2S
u
− 2wχ
)
, (13)
1 = m2S − m2φ, (14)
2 = 2m2φ − m2S. (15)
Here we introduced |q| = u, |k| = w and χ = cos θ , where θ is the angle between q and k. 
We applied the shift q → q − k for P3 before the transformation to spherical coordinates. The 
integrand in Eq. (9) has five poles:
p1 = w, (16)
p2 = −w, (17)
1 For a general discussion concerning dynamical generation see Ref. [35] and references therein.
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−wχ2 −
√
u2χ222 − 4w21(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
2(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
=
−2wχ2 − wmS
√
4w2 + m2φ(3 + χ2)
2(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
, (18)
p4(χ) =
−wχ2 +
√
w2χ222 − 4w21(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
2(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
=
−2wχ2 + wmS
√
4w2 + m2φ(3 + χ2)
2(−w2 − m2φ + w2χ2)
, (19)
p5(χ) = m
2
Swχ
w2(χ2 − 1) − m2 . (20)
One finds that only p1, p3 and p5 are positive and located on the path of integration (where, 
for the latter, this in fact depends on the value of χ ), and thus contribute to the imaginary part of 
the integral in Eq. (9). The contribution from p1 is easy to calculate analytically, whereas the one 
from p3 yields a rather complicated result and is therefore computed numerically. Notice that 
just the term P12 contains those two singularities and that the contribution of p5 vanishes.
Before moving to our final results, two comments are in order:
• The NLO diagram in Fig. 2 is convergent and well-defined also for an infinite cutoff. How-
ever, as we explained above, a finite value of the cutoff naturally comes into a hadronic 
theory because of the non-elementary nature of the fields [17,18,37] and the finite size of the 
corresponding particles [14,15], respectively. One should in principle evaluate this diagram 
by including such a cutoff even if convergence is ensured in the limit of Λ → ∞. It turns out 
that for what concerns the triangle diagram the influence of the cutoff parameter is small – 
a value of about ∼ 1 GeV or taking the infinity limit generates only small changes.
• Triangle-shaped diagrams were indeed studied in hadron physics, but in a rather different 
framework. For instance, one has studied the processes π0 → γ γ and f0 → γ γ [38], where 
f0 represents a generic scalar state (see Section 3). These decays occur via a triangle-loop of 
quarks and represent the leading order contributions (there is no tree-level diagram for those 
processes). For a case in which mesonic loops contribute to γ γ emission see Ref. [39]. The 
mentioned investigations have similar technical aspects to our present interest, yet they could 
not give an answer to the question of the role of the triangle diagram as a next-to-leading 
order contribution.
3. Results
3.1. General case
We first present numerical results of our calculations without referring to any particular 
mesonic state. To this end, we fix the energy units in the following way:
[g] = [mφ] = [M] = [Γ ] = [Λ] = 1mS, (21)
i.e., all dimensionful quantities are expressed in terms of the mass of the unstable state S.
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10−13, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.49 in dependence of the coupling constant g. Lower panel: Ratio ΓNLO/ΓLO of the decay 
widths for the same mass configurations in dependence of the coupling constant g.
In the upper panel of Fig. 3 the ratio |M3|/|M1| of the decay amplitudes is shown for dif-
ferent masses of the particle φ in dependence of the coupling constant g. In this way the role of 
the triangle diagram is visualized. As expected, the larger the coupling, the larger |M3|/|M1|
and for equal g the ratio is larger for smaller masses mφ = m. We denote g = g∗ as the value of 
the coupling for which the amplitudes are equal, |M3| = |M1|, implying that then the triangle 
diagram is exactly as large as the tree-level one. The value g∗ represents an upper limit for the 
validity of a tree-level calculation in particular and for a perturbative expansion in general (see 
Table 1 for a list of numerical values).
In Fig. 3, lower panel, we also show the ratio ΓNLO/ΓLO for different values of mφ as 
function of g, where the lowest order is the tree-level decay width ΓLO = Γ treeS→φφ , meaning −iM = −iM1 = 2ig in Eq. (2), and the next-to-leading order is ΓNLO, meaning −iM =
−iM1 − iM3. We also define the two specific couplings g′ and g′′, where g′ corresponds to 
the ratio ΓNLO/ΓLO = 1.33 (the decay width at NLO is 33% larger than the tree-level width, 
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Specific coupling constants for different mass configurations: The case |M3| = |M1| is obtained for 
g = g∗, the case g = g′ for ΓNLO/ΓLO = 1.33 and the case g = g′′ for ΓNLO/ΓLO = 2. All quantities 
are in units of mS .
mφ g∗ g′ g′′
10−13 0.4581 0.3459 0.4571
0.1 1.6407 1.1766 1.5894
0.2 1.9365 1.3327 1.8316
0.3 2.2155 1.4279 2.0164
0.4 2.6122 1.5672 2.2767
0.49 3.4742 1.4796 2.3908
i.e., this marks a ‘soft’ limit for the validity of the tree-level calculation) and g′′ corresponds to 
ΓNLO/ΓLO = 2 (a ‘hard’ limit). The values of g′ and g′′ are reported in Table 1.
The following comments are in order:
(i) Although the limit mφ → 0 is subtle because it contains infrared divergences, even for the 
very small value mφ = m = 10−13 the NLO becomes dominant only for g  0.45. This case 
is however unrealistic for hadronic physics in which mS ∼ 1 GeV and mφ ≥ mπ .
(ii) For the ratio mφ/mS  0.1, which is usually fulfilled for decays of hadrons, one has g∗ ∼
g′′  1.6 and g′  1.2, see Table 1. These values of coupling constants correspond to very 
large decay widths. In physical cases the value of g is usually safely smaller, showing that 
the NLO is subdominant, see next Subsection for explicit examples.
(iii) The fact that g∗ ∼ g′′ is possible because the NLO amplitude, −iM3, has a dominant imag-
inary part. As a consequence
ΓNLO = 12
√
m2S
4 − m2φ
8πm2S
|−iM1 − iM3|2  12
√
m2S
4 − m2φ
8πm2S
(|−iM1|2 + |−iM3|2)
= ΓLO + 12
√
m2S
4 − m2φ
8πm2S
|−iM3|2, (22)
which shows that ΓNLO is always larger than ΓLO (interference effects that involve only the 
real part of −iM3 are small) and that, when the NLO equals the LO, the width doubles.
(iv) Although in our study one has a decay into particles with equal masses, nothing substantial 
would change for the decay into two particles with different masses. The numerical evalua-
tion would be more involved because other poles could contribute.
3.2. Specific examples
We now turn to the concrete examples of the well-known scalar resonances f0(500), f0(980), 
f0(1370) and f0(1500) and calculate their decays into pions [11] (for a discussion of the internal 
structure of these states in terms of quarks and gluons see also e.g. Refs. [7–10,12,17,22,40,41]). 
We present the results in Fig. 4, plotting the decay widths as function of g. The experimental 
value of the width (which is Γf0→ππ/3 since only the π0π0-channel is considered) is marked 
on the y-axis and the error bars are indicated by a gray band. In the case of the two resonances 
below 1 GeV the data was taken from the dispersive analysis of Ref. [21], while for the other two 
J. Schneitzer et al. / Nuclear Physics B 888 (2014) 287–299 295Fig. 4. Decay widths of f0(500) (upper left), f0(980) (upper right), f0(1370) (lower left) and f0(1500) (lower right). 
The ‘known’ value (for the two resonances below 1 GeV taken from Ref. [21], for the other two from the PDG [11]) of the 
width is marked on the y-axis and error bars are indicated by a gray band. Note that here Γ = Γ
f0→π0π0 = Γf0→ππ/3. 
The vertical lines correspond to the determination of the coupling constant at LO and NLO, respectively.
resonances the values from the PDG [11] were used. Notice that the PDG value (350 ±150) MeV
refers to the full decay width of f0(1370). We are thus making the simplifying assumption that 
the ππ -decay mode is dominant (see for instance the recent study in Ref. [42] and references 
therein). This choice represents an upper limit: for smaller ππ branching ratios, the effect of the 
triangle diagram will be smaller.
The calculation for the resonance f0(500) was done twice: once with a cutoff Λ ∼ 1052 GeV(i.e., the practical limit Λ → ∞) and once with a physical cutoff of Λ ∼ 1 GeV in order to 
demonstrate how the outcome is influenced by a cutoff value which is typical in hadron physics. 
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the NLO correction to the decay width is only important for the reso-
nance f0(500), for which (i) the mass of the decay products is comparable to mf0(500) and (ii) 
Γ treef0(500) ∼ mf0(500): in such a case ΓNLO ∼ 2ΓLO, thus the value of the coupling g corresponds 
roughly to g′′. However, it should be stressed that the NLO process does not include all the other 
ππ -scattering contributions. In the low-energy regime in which f0(500) appears, those contri-
butions interfere and, in virtue of chiral symmetry (see e.g. Ref. [21]), the full NLO result is 
expected to be smaller than what our simple model suggests.
For f0(980), f0(1370) and f0(1500) the NLO differs in a small amount with respect to the 
full result. (Since f0(1370) is quite broad, the NLO correction gives a small but non-negligible 
contribution to the width. This is so because the ratio Γ treef0(1370)/mf0(1370) is already in the range 
of ∼ 0.1. However, the large error bars do not allow to distinguish the NL and the NLO decay 
widths.) We also observe that a finite cutoff parameter Λ ∼ 1 GeV would affect the decays of 
f0(980), f0(1370) and f0(1500) only marginally, since the outcome curve would lie somewhere 
in between ΓLO and ΓNLO.
Furthermore, we show in Fig. 5 analogous plots for f0(1710) going into pions and kaons, and 
for a0(1450) going into kaons. The experimental value of the width (which is Γf →ππ/3 and 0
296 J. Schneitzer et al. / Nuclear Physics B 888 (2014) 287–299Fig. 5. Decay widths of f0(1710) going into pions (upper left) and into kaons (upper right), and a0(1450) into kaons 
(lower middle). The ‘known’ value (taken from the PDG [11]) of the width is marked on the y-axis and error bars are 
indicated by a gray band. Note that here Γ = Γ
f0→π0π0 = Γf0→ππ/3 and Γ = Γf0/a0→K+K− = Γf0/a0→K0K¯0 =
Γf0/a0→KK/2. The vertical lines correspond to the determination of the coupling constant at LO and NLO, respectively.
Γf0/a0→KK/2, respectively) is marked on the y-axis and the error bars are again indicated by a 
gray band. Here, data was taken from the PDG only [11]. By looking at the plots it becomes pretty 
clear that the NLO correction has only a small influence. Notice that there is a subtle difference 
in the calculation of the kaon–kaon decay due to the fact that the kaons are distinguishable 
particles: the factor of 2 in the LO expression of the amplitude in Eq. (4), the factor of 8 in the 
NLO expression in Eq. (8), as well as the symmetry factor 1/2 in Eq. (5) are replaced by the 
unity.
As a next step, we check if the coupling constants obtained in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are compatible 
with the ones chiral approaches deliver. In Ref. [10] the resonances f0(1370), f0(1500) and 
a0(1450) were studied. The various terms in the amplitude for a given channel (i.e., terms with 
and without derivatives) can be summarized in a unique effective coupling constant for that 
channel. One gets ∼ 1.7 GeV for f0(1370) into pions, ∼ 0.7 GeV for f0(1500) into pions, and 
2.28 GeV for a0(1450) into kaons. Also, the values of the effective couplings of f0(1710) were 
determined in Ref. [42] to be 0.64 GeV for pions and 1.88 GeV for kaons.
All those values are well compatible with the values shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Similar 
comments can be made concerning the resonances below 1 GeV by regarding at the works done 
in Refs. [17,19]. These considerations confirm also that the ranges of couplings studied in Fig. 3
were realistic.
4. Conclusions
In this work we investigated the importance of the (usually neglected) triangle-shaped NLO 
contribution to two-body hadronic decays of the form S → φφ, see Fig. 1b. To this end, the 
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NLO diagram was calculated analytically and numerically in the framework of a quantum field 
theory involving scalar fields without derivatives (avoiding unnecessary complications due to 
spin and/or derivatives).
We studied different cases where the mass mφ of the decay products varied from nearly zero 
up to almost mS/2, see Fig. 3. The (finite) contribution from the triangle diagram to the decay 
width turned out to be negligible if the mass of the decaying particle is sufficiently large, a condi-
tion which is usually met in hadron physics. We then moved to physical decays into pions of the 
well-known scalar resonances f0(500), f0(980), f0(1370), f0(1500) and f0(1710), as well as to 
the kaonic channels of f0(1710) and of a0(1450). The outcome was, too, very clear, see Fig. 4
and Fig. 5: the NLO correction gave only a relevant contribution for f0(500), obviously because 
Γ treef0(500) ∼ mf0(500). The resonance f0(500) is however an ‘extreme example’: in all other cases 
the correction is much smaller.
Within the perturbative framework we have studied in this work, the unstable state S ex-
changed in the triangle diagram (Fig. 2) has been considered as stable (i.e., the free propagator 
was used). Indeed, when considering the fact that S has a finite width, the contribution from the 
triangle diagram would be even smaller. However, the correct way of going beyond the present 
study is the following: Besides the one-loop diagram in Fig. 1b, one should perform the re-
summation of the self-energy of the unstable state S also by incorporating the NLO correction 
depicted in Fig. 6. Such a study is certainly nontrivial because the full propagator of S enters 
here – one is left with a typical problem of the Bethe–Salpeter type, see e.g. Ref. [43] and ref-
erences therein. Quite interestingly, the results of our work show that the modifications coming 
from such a computation are likely to be in most cases negligible. Thus, the tree-level results or 
at most a description using the (resummed) one-loop propagator of an unstable state, give(s) a 
good description of unstable hadronic states.
Other future studies are possible by considering different forms of the Lagrangian, including 
derivative interactions, particles with higher spin, fermionic fields (i.e., baryons), three-body 
decays and unstable states which decay in more than one channel.
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